Rapid perceptual decision-making is believed to depend upon efficient allocation of neural resources to the processing of transient stimuli within task-relevant contexts. Given decisionmaking under severe time pressure, it is reasonable to posit that the brain configures itself, prior to processing stimulus information, in a way that depends upon prior beliefs and/or anticipation. However, relatively little is known about such configuration processes, how they might be manifested in the human brain, or ultimately how they mediate task performance. Here we show that network configuration, defined via pre-stimulus functional connectivity measures estimated from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data, is predictive of performance in a timepressured Go/No-Go task. Specifically, using connectivity measures to summarize network properties, we show that pre-stimulus brain state can be used to discriminate behaviorally correct and incorrect trials, as well as behaviorally correct commission and omission trial categories. More broadly, our results show that pre-stimulus functional configurations of cortical and subcortical networks can be a major determiner of task performance.
Introduction
Pre-stimulus brain state, measured at a variety of spatial and temporal scales, has been shown to modulate upcoming task performance. For instance, studies in humans using electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) have shown that the power and/or phase of pre-stimulus alpha oscillations is correlated with performance (Hanslmayr et al., 2007; Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2004; Thut et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008) . EEG and MEG, however are inherently limited by low spatial resolution. Their use for estimating current sources and scalp-level pre-stimulus modulators are biased toward the strongest cortical sources and typically ignore the interaction between these and weaker sources, as well as those that may be sub-cortical. Alternatively, the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) provides whole-brain imaging that in theory provides a functional measurement of pre-stimulus brain state, albeit at a coarser temporal resolution. Most studies investigating pre-stimulus fMRI have largely limited their analyses to isolated regions of interest (ROIs) known a priori to be relevant for a given task (Hesselmann et al., 2008; Hsieh et al., 2012; Park and Rugg, 2010; Shibata et al., 2008) .
Recently, functional connectivity analysis of BOLD signals during resting state and stimulus presentation has shown that distributed networks of neural substrates are engaged in both idle and active modes of attention (Hasson et al., 2012; Honey et al., 2007 Honey et al., , 2009 McIntosh, 1999; McIntosh et al., 1997) . For visually driven perceptual decision-making it has been shown that distributed neural substrates affect task difficulty and early visual perception (Hartstra et al., 2010; Philiastides and Sajda, 2007; Simmonds et al., 2008) . However, characterization of the relationship between these substrates and how interactions between them may impact task performance has been lacking.
Here we used whole-brain imaging and graph-based network analysis to investigate the role of pre-stimulus brain state on task performance. Our rationale for this approach is that such a network characterization of task-relevant neural substrates would capture distributed BOLD activity across the entire brain. Graph theoretic approaches have been shown to be useful constructs for characterizing brain state, where changes in state are reflected in network parameters and configuration (Bressler and Menon, 2010; Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Sporns, 2011) . Features of the graph that can be measured and reflect graph/network configuration include, for example, the k-core decomposition which measures network properties related to node centrality and connectedness (Alvarez-Hamelin et al., 2008) . Another commonly used graph measure to assess configuration is the random edge attack (REA), where selected structures of the network are systematically removed (Achard et al., 2006; Albert and Barabasi, 2002; van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011) .
The specific graph theoretic approach we use is based on the work of Ekman et al. (2012) . Specifically, Ekman et al. used a graph-based network analysis to study task related network configurations in motion/color perceptual decision making. While novel in its techniques and experimental design, this study utilized stimuli known to activate particular ROIs (e.g., V4 for color perception and MT for motion perception). These ROIs were found with a taskdriven algorithm, so the computationally expensive and exploratory step of calculating pairwise connectivity between all fMRI voxels (>~20,000 in standard MNI space) was not required. While the a priori functional information did not guide their algorithm, it provided a useful check on its veracity. Their graph-based approach further separated pre-stimulus networks into core and periphery sub-networks, showing that such distinctions could be used to isolate task-specific regions (e.g., V4 and MT) and task-general brain regions (e.g., frontal cortices), whose functional properties could be differentiated using standard graph theory measures, such as degree, efficiency and betweenness centrality. Such analyses build on the 'rich-club' concept that brain networks are functionally mediated by densely connected central hubs (van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011) .
The work we present here uses this graph-based approach to investigate the role of prestimulus network configuration on task performance given a rapid evidence accumulation decision-making (READ-M) paradigm. The READ-M paradigm requires subjects to employ visual memory, motion assessment, and a rapid behavioral response or inhibition of response, all while under time pressure. We refer to this as 'the baseball paradigm' as it requires the subject to judge whether a simulated trajectory of a circular object matches or does not match a pre-stimulus trajectory cue. As in the game of baseball, the subject -or 'hitter' -must rapidly decide his/her course of action (or inhibition of action) given a fastmoving visual stimulus. This entire process typically must take place in less than half a second. Previous studies have shown that this paradigm engages anatomically separated neural substrates during stimulus perception and subsequent decision formation (Ekman et al., 2012; Sherwin et al., 2012) . This paradigm also falls into the general class of Go/No-Go tasks, which have been shown to involve local and distant brain regions, such as the inhibition network for No-Go and an execution network for Go decisions (Simmonds et al., 2008) . Our hypothesis is that the pre-stimulus configuration of brain networks, represented via these graphical constructs, switch configuration based on the subject's anticipation of the trajectory cue and that this switch subsequently predicts task performance.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Eleven subjects participated in the study (all male, mean age = 21.6 years, range = 18-30 years). None of the subjects had professional or collegiate baseball experience. All subjects reported normal or corrected vision and no history of neurological problems. Informed consent was obtained from all participants in accordance with the guidelines and approval of the Columbia University Institutional Review Board.
Stimuli overview
For the visual stimulus, subjects viewed 5 blocks of 90 simulated baseball pitches (see pitch simulations below) on a computer monitor with a mean jittered inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of mean = 3000 ms, SE = 225 ms. The ISI and stimulus presentation was optimized using optseq2 program (Dale, 1999) . This program is a tool for automatically scheduling events for rapid-presentation event-related fMRI experiments and it jitters the events such that the overlap in estimated hemodynamic response is removed. Subjects viewed the paradigm through VisuaStim Digital System (Resonance Technology) 600 × 800 goggle display. The simulated view was that of where the catcher would sit on a standard baseball diamond, i.e., at the end point of the pitch trajectory (horizontal view 3.93°, vertical view 1.12°).
Pitch simulations
Each simulated pitch was identified only by its trajectory, although in real-life baseball hitting the pitch is identifiable by other features, such as spin. Henceforth, we refer to 'pitch' and 'trajectory' synonymously. This trajectory moved within the plane of the screen and simulated movement in the direction perpendicular to this plane. For each frame of the simulated pitch, an isoluminant green circle was plotted on a gray background. The size of the circle increased as it approached the viewer, so as to give the illusion of depth. When the ball crossed 'home plate,' the circle disappeared.
As in previous work (Muraskin et al., 2013; Sherwin et al., 2012 ) using a related paradigm, each pitch was created in three dimensions of space using a differential equation solver in Matlab 2010a (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) (see pitch simulations below) and presented via PsychToolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) .
Most baseball pitches can be simulated using 6-coupled differential equations (Adair, 1995; Armenti, 1992) and we used these equations to simulate each pitch.
Equations of motion for simulated pitch trajectories:
The first three equations specify the change in spatial location in each direction, which equals the velocity of the baseball. The last four equations specify the accelerations due to the drag (F(v)), the Magnus force (B), and gravity (g) acting on the baseball. After specifying the initial conditions (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 , v x0 , v y0 , v z0 , ω (rotational frequency)), the 6 ordinary differential equations were solved in MATLAB.
We simulated three different pitch categories with these equations. The three pitch categories -fastball, curveball, and slider -have well-defined individual initial conditions. To create each pitch category, we varied the initial velocity and the rotation angle. We also varied pitches within each category so that no two pitches from the same category followed the exact same trajectory. To this end, the initial conditions of the trajectory were also jittered within each pitch category.
Behavioral paradigm
Subjects were presented with a pitch chosen at pseudorandom from the three pitch categories (here, 'fastballs', 'curveballs' and 'sliders'). Preceding the pitch, a horizontal bar (horizontal extent 3.93°, vertical extent 0.28°) appeared onscreen for a mean time of 819 ms, SD = 3.1 ms, during which time the horizontal length of the bar shrunk at a constant rate until it disappeared. For pitches coming from a right-handed pitcher, the horizontal bar shrank in size to the left; vice versa for pitches from a left-handed pitcher. Once the bar shrank completely in length, the pitch began from this point on the screen. While the horizontal bar was onscreen, a single-letter cue indicated the possible pitch category to follow ('F' for fastball, 'C' for curveball, or 'S' for slider; horizontal view 0.28°, vertical view 0.28°). The subject was instructed to execute a Go/No-Go task in relation to these stimuli.
A subject executed a keyboard button response only if the pitch category cue matched the actual pitch category. For instance, if the cue above the horizontal bar was an 'F' and a fastball was to follow then the subject would be expected to execute a button response (i.e., a 'Go'). However, if a curveball or slider trajectory was to follow the same cue then the subject would be expected to restrain from executing a button response (i.e., a 'No-Go'). Subjects were told to respond while the ball was still on the screen. For correct 'Go' and 'No-Go' decisions, the subject received visual feedback after the pitch's completion in the form of a cross ('+'). For incorrect 'Go' and 'No-Go' decisions, the subject received visual feedback in the form of a dash ('−'). A 'Go' response was not considered correct unless the category of pitch cue matched the category of pitch stimulus and the button response occurred before the pitch's end.
We further grouped all decisions into behaviorally 'Correct' and 'Incorrect' trial categories. Correct trial categories included both Correct Go and Correct No-Go decisions, while Incorrect trial categories included the remainder, i.e., Incorrect Go, Incorrect No-Go and late Go responses.
All button responses were executed with the right hand index finger, regardless of handedness. In an initial practice phase, we trained subjects until they scored an accuracy of at least 60% (chance accuracy ~50%). This training criterion insured performance above chance at the task. Once this criterion was met, the 5 blocks began and fMRI data were recorded.
Data acquisition
Data acquisition was performed using a 3 T Philips Achieva MRI scanner (Philips Medical Systems) equipped with an 8-channel SENSE head coil. Functional echo-planar image (EPI) data was collected with isotropic 3 mm voxel sizes. We covered the entire brain by obtaining 35 slices of 64 × 64 voxels using a 2000 ms repetition time and 20 ms echo time.
We also acquired a single-volume high-resolution (2 × 2 × 2 mm) EPI image and a 1 × 1 × 1 mm T1-weighted MPRAGE for each subject for registration. Respiration and heart rate measures were recorded for all subjects using the scanner's respiratory bellows monitor and pulse oximeter (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) and continuously sampled at 500 Hz throughout each scan.
fMRI post-stimulus BOLD and searchlight analyses
Using FSL (FMRIB Software Library; Smith et al., 2004) , we performed slice-timing correction, motion correction, and 0.01 Hz high-pass filtering on the functional data. We did not apply any spatial smoothing filters as advised for searchlight analyses (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) . Functional and structural images were registered to a standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain template after brain extraction, and each subject's image registration was checked manually to ensure proper alignment. Data were then subsampled to 4 mm resolution isotropic.
We utilized a general linear model (GLM) to determine parameter estimates, or PEs (β), for each trial category in each subject's voxel-space (Fig. 1A) . Post-stimulus time periods are indicated by non-zero heights to regressors, including the one for response time variability when a motor response was present. For Incorrect trial categories, only incorrect No-Go decisions were used because there were significantly fewer incorrect Go decisions (twosided paired t-test, t(10) = 5.29, p < 10 −3 ; Go: mean = 39, SE = 4; No-Go: mean = 83, SE = 8). After regressing out the motion and physiological noise from cardiac and respiratory pulsations (PhLEM toolbox, RETROICOR), we created regressors for behaviorally correct and incorrect trial categories using box-car functions whose height was non-zero only when the pitch was onscreen. Response regressors were modeled as a variable height box-car function proportional to response time. We did this for each of the five (5) blocks of each of the eleven (11) subjects, i.e., we ran a Level 1 GLM analysis.
We registered all subjects to MNI standard space and then performed a searchlight analysis to analyze BOLD response by trial category. We did this only for gray matter voxels, segmented using FSL. We segmented gray and white matter with 5 mm full width half maximum (FWHM) smoothing for each subject, registered all subjects to MNI standard space, and then averaged across subjects, so that a voxel was considered gray matter if it contained at least 20% gray matter. We then identified ROIs that discriminated trial category using regularized logistic regression (Conroy and Sajda, 2012 ) (illustration of hyperplane solution shown in Fig. 1B ). Specifically, we constructed an 8 mm-radius sphere around each gray-matter voxel, within which the PEs of behaviorally correct trial categories were maximally discriminating from those of behaviorally incorrect trial categories. It is important to note that behaviorally correct trial categories includes Correct Go (motor response present) and Correct No-Go (motor response absent) trial categories, while behaviorally incorrect trial categories include Incorrect No-Go (motor response present) trial categories; thus the discrimination is between behavioral performance outcomes, rather than the presence/absence of a motor response. When leaving one subject out for testing purposes, we removed all five blocks of behaviorally correct and incorrect trial category PEs. In this way, we cross-validated our classifier across all subjects.
Having done the searchlight analysis at each gray-matter voxel, we generated an area under the ROC (AUC) map (left half of Fig. 2A ) that we transformed into a p-value map. We determined significance using a permutation testing using a Monte Carlo randomization procedure (Bjornsdotter et al., 2011) . Specifically, we calculated 1000 permutations to establish a statistical threshold AUC and resulting p-value at each voxel (1 − p adj , where p adj is the FDR-adjusted p-value, is shown in the right half of Fig. 2A ). All p-values were adjusted with the false discovery rate (FDR) method (Benjamini, 1995) .
Brain parcellation and pre-stimulus network construction
We parcellated the brain into 12 mm non-overlapping nodes centered on the lowest p-value (i.e., most significant) voxels. The algorithm, illustrated in Fig. 2B , proceeded as follows: the lowest p-value voxel was found and circumscribed by a 12 mm sphere, after which all voxels falling within this sphere are removed from further consideration and included within node 1; the next lowest p-value voxel was then found and circumscribed by another 12 mm sphere, only if this new sphere did not intersect with the previous one, after which all voxels falling within this sphere are removed from further consideration and included within node 2; the procedure continues until there is no more room in the standard space brain for another non-overlapping 12 mm sphere or the last significant p-value has been found. This procedure yielded 57 sphere-nodes in the MNI space each with p < 0.05, FDR-corrected.
Having defined the nodes of our network, we determined the edges from pre-stimulus functional data. We did so by using each subject's connectivity matrix of the sub-category of each trial category (e.g., Incorrect No-Go being the connectivity matrix for the Incorrect trial category; Correct Go and Correct No-Go being those for the Correct trial category). Illustrated in the left half of Fig. 2C , for each trial category, we extracted and concatenated mean pre-stimulus global-mean-removed functional data within each node. Here, prestimulus was defined to be any time between the feedback of the previous trial (i.e., a visual feedback of '+' or '−') and the TR before the start of the pitch of the upcoming trial. These time points are indicated in bold frames in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . We accounted for the hemodynamic lag by assuming a mean 5-s delay from stimulus timing. From the optseq2 stimulus presentation, we had a 3000 ± 225 ms ISI, and with a TR of 2 s, each trial yielded approximately two data points, though some yielded more and some less. We did not include the small percentage of trials that had ISIs less than 2 s, only using data from at least 1TR (i.e., 2 s) before the start of the pitch trajectory. We then up-sampled by a factor of 4 to transform the 0.5 Hz functional signal to 2 Hz. Previous connectivity analyses have shown that up-sampling can aid in connectivity analysis (McFarlin et al., 2013) . Following other functional connectivity analyses (Achard et al., 2006) , we bandpass filtered the functional signal to 0.06-0.12 Hz.
We calculated a thresholded connectivity matrix for each subject and trial category via the correlation coefficient of each pair of nodes. The thresholding was the result of a nonparametric permutation test that established a p = 0.05 FDR-corrected value for correlation coefficient in all elements of the matrix. Having upsampled the BOLD signal to 2 Hz, this permutation test insured that we would not artificially inflate the p-values determined from a parametric approximation of Pearson correlation p-value. The permutation specifically was applied to the time points of the jth node and then the correlation coefficient to the ith node was recalculated, i ≠ j. Although negative correlations also passed FDR correction (p < 0.05), only positive correlations that passed FDR correction were used for further analysis, as done in previous work (Achard et al., 2006; Ekman et al., 2012) . Consequently, negative correlations and positive correlations whose p-values fell below the FDR threshold were set to zero. The networks were then constructed from these thresholded connectivity matrices. We illustrate these networks in the right half of Fig. 2C , where each node's location is organized according to the energy minimization of Kamada and Kawai (1989) .
Network feature calculation
We next calculated graph-theoretic measures to summarize the properties of each of these 57-node networks (illustrated in Fig. 2D ). A summary of these measures is shown in the Supplementary data as Table S1 . Local measures have values at each node in the network, while global measures apply to the entire network. Three key measures used are degree, efficiency and betweenness centrality, all of which are calculated from the weights (specifically, thresholded Pearson correlation coefficient) connecting a given node to others in the network. Briefly, local degree (k) is defined as the sum of all weights connecting a given node to all others. Local efficiency (E) is defined as the sum of the distances between a given node to all others, normalized by a factor dependent on the number of nodes in the network. Finally, betweenness centrality (BC) is a measure of the density of shortest paths passing through a given node. Precise definitions of these measures and all others used can be found elsewhere (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010 ), but they were chosen based on their use in an earlier study on decision-making performance (Ekman et al., 2012) and other studies on functional connectivity (Achard et al., 2006; Bullmore and Sporns, 2009 ). For network measures depending on distance, we applied an inverse transformation to the thresholded correlation coefficient as used in these previous studies. We calculated these network measures for whole networks (upper half of Fig. 2D ), core sub-networks and periphery subnetworks (lower half of Fig. 2D ). We utilized the Brain Connectivity Tool-box to calculate these measures (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) .
Network feature analysis: random edge attack response variation by trial category
We analyzed network features by trial category using a standard method of network analysis and a new approach in which elastic net regularized logistic regression is used as a machine learning approach.
For the standard analysis, we performed a random edge attack (Achard et al., 2006; Albert and Barabasi, 2002; van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011) , which is defined for weighted networks. A random edge attack (REA) analysis consists of multiple simulations in which a sequential number of edges are removed from the network before recalculating global network measures. We created networks for each trial category by meaning all subjects' thresholded connectivity matrices within that category, thus creating a network for each (N CG , N CNG , N ING ). We then pseudo-randomly removed up to five (5) edges sequentially from each network and assessed the impact on particular global features of the whole network. Since this analysis can be done for any network, we applied the same procedure to core and periphery sub-networks of each trial category too (C CG , C CNG , C ING ; P CG , P CNG , P ING ). Before doing so, we isolated core and periphery sub-networks using the k-core decomposition method, a recursive pruning technique applied before to functional imaging data (Carmi et al., 2007; Ekman et al., 2012) . Though it is more usually defined for any unweighted network, we used an adaption of the algorithm for a weighted network (Garas et al., 2012) . Briefly, the k-core algorithm finds the largest subnetwork comprising nodes of degree k by recursively removing nodes with degree lower than k until no nodes remain. Once this subnetwork (i.e., the core) has been found, all other nodes are considered part of the periphery sub-network.
The global features we used in the REA are standard tools of such analysis and we quantified their variation with attack using an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Specifically, we used efficiency (E), betweenness centrality (BC) and degree (k) as our global network measures in the REA. While BC and k are less common in such analysis, efficiency (E) is a standard choice for network analysis under REA because it quantifies how efficiently the nodes of the network are connected (van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011). BC and k both quantify how well-connected the majority of the nodes in the network are, though each measure quantifies this in a different way. For a full description of these and other network measures, the reader is referred to other comprehensive descriptions (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) . For the ANOVA, we compared E, BC and k of each subject's sub-networks (core and periphery) during REA for each trial category (see Fig. 2C for examples of these networks). We did so for sub-networks, rather than whole networks, so that the more robust core would not dominate the analysis by chance during the REA. Thus, we performed a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with subject as the random variable (trial category × edge attack) for E, BC and k.
Network feature analysis: elastic net regularized discrimination by trial category
We also trained and tested an elastic net regularized logistic regression classifier on each trial category's network measures, using leave-one-subject-out cross validation (illustrated in Fig. 3) . As with the post-stimulus BOLD PEs, we calculated AUC with leave-one-subject out cross validation. The use of the elastic net has the effect of reducing potential sources of noise in the discrimination. We implemented the elastic net in our logistic regression (Conroy and Sajda, 2012) by performing a parameter sweep of the sparsity parameter (α) on {0,0.1:0.2:0.5}, where no sparsity in the solution means that α = 0. When no sparsity was used, a simple evaluation of the AUC was our classification metric. But when sparsity was used, we followed the approach of Conroy et al. (Conroy and Sajda, 2012; Conroy et al., 2013) to pick the optimum solution on the Pareto frontier trading off AUC and consistent selection of the same features (an example of a Pareto frontier is shown in the Supplementary data in Fig. S2 ). The second parameter for elastic net (λ) was determined with an algorithm based on degrees of freedom in the solution space (Park and Hastie, 2008) . In the Pareto space, the optimum point is that closest to (1,1), indicating an AUC of 1 and probability of selecting the same features of 1. This Pareto optimal criterion was used as the classification metric, though in the Results we quote the AUC and accuracy values. Regardless of the classification metric used (i.e., AUC or Pareto optimality), we calculated p-values via permutations of the trial category labels (10,000 permutations). All classification results are reported at p < 0.05.
Network feature analysis: discrimination sensitivity by feature
We analyzed the sensitivity of our Pareto optimal classifiers by removing one feature at a time, retraining the classifier and recalculating the accuracy of the discriminating component. This was done with leave-one-subject-out cross validation. Such a technique is based on a feature ranking protocol applicable to any classifier (Chang and Lin, 2008) , and we adapt it here for linear logistic regression classifiers.
Having a new accuracy value for each removed feature, we calculated the relative change in accuracy ((new-original)/original) for each feature. We define a measure that drives classification as one that upon removal causes a negative relative change in accuracy after classifier retraining.
While such an analysis did not provide insight into the sensitivity of the interactions between features, it does provide insight into each feature on its own. Since feature values are related to each other via the trial category network structure, the shortcoming of such a technique was negligible compared to the computational savings from performing combinatorial sums of all network measures.
Finally, we also correlated the discriminating component with each feature to test classifier sensitivity. Due to multiple comparisons across features, we corrected using the false discovery rate (FDR) and set a threshold of p = 0.05 for significant correlations. This method allowed us an alternative way to examine each feature's impact on the classifier, but without removing that feature from the calculation.
Control analyses demonstrating utility of network approach
We ran extensive control analyses to determine the impact our network-based approach had on discrimination of task performance based on pre-stimulus measures. For example, for sub-network discrimination, we examined the role of core/periphery breakdowns. First, we considered whether core/periphery membership alone drove discrimination. Second, we considered whether the repeated information of one node being in the core and consequently not being in the periphery (or vice versa) drove discrimination. For whole network discrimination, we considered whether it was possible to classify pre-stimulus trial category networks using mean BOLD values in isolation, i.e., with disregard to the edges of the network.
Results
Network node construction from brain parcellation
The searchlight analysis revealed a network of 57 nodes covering task-related parts of the cortex, subcortex, cerebellum and part of the brain stem ( Fig. 4 ; full table of node numbers and their anatomical regions is provided in Supplementary data).
The corresponding p-values of each node-center are shown via the color bar as well. The largest contributors of nodes across the anatomy were as follows: lateral occipital cortex sensorimotor cortical areas, the frontal cortex, parts of the cerebellum/brainstem, and subcortical motor control areas, such as the putamen and thalamus. The MNI coordinates listed with each node in Supplementary data (Table S2) provide details how each significant node is distributed within these brain regions having differing sizes, shapes and functions.
Random edge attack analysis: pre-stimulus functional connectivity varies by trial category
The random edge attack (REA) analysis revealed high sensitivity in periphery sub-network efficiency and low sensitivity in core subnetwork efficiency. The REA also showed minimal sensitivity in whole network efficiency to when attack was limited to either core or periphery nodes, though attacks to the core trended toward greater sensitivity. We summarize these results for each trial category and normalize by baseline efficiency for ease of comparison (see Fig. S1 in Supplementary data). Standard error bars, which are small, indicate error about the mean obtained from the 500 REAs. These trends in efficiency change from REA in the core and periphery are similar to those seen in other such attacks on high-and low-degree networks, respectively (Crucitti et al., 2004) .
To better quantify the differences seen in Fig. S1 , we performed a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with subject as the random variable (trial category × edge attack), we found significant main effects for trial category in E (efficiency), k (degree) and BC (betweenness centrality) of both sub-networks. We summarize these results in Table 1 and show these trends for k, BC and E in Fig. 5 , having normalized by the baseline to compare across network measures. Error bars in Fig. 5 indicate standard error of the mean from each subject's REA analysis. As expected, we also see a strong main effect of edge attack, but we see no significant interaction for trial category with attack, indicating that trial category shows a global effect on both core and periphery subgraphs, regardless of the number of edges attacked.
Particularly noteworthy from this analysis is how these measures are affected by attack on the periphery sub-network. Specifically attack on the periphery network of Correct No-Go (P CNG ) shows the greatest effect on k, BC and E. This is important because it is the only inhibition response of the three trial categories, indicating that the more fragile periphery network is likely a strong mediator of the inhibition response.
Elastic net classification by trial category
Using the elastic net, we found that we could classify trial categories by pre-stimulus whole or sub-network measures. Results are summarized in Table 2 . Sub-networks distinguished the N CG from N ING networks, though for the analysis they had been divided into (C CG , P CG ) and (C ING , P ING ) sub-networks. In particular, we could discriminate these sub-networks with an accuracy of 0.77, AUC = 0.77 (p < 0.03). Classification of (C CNG , P CNG ) vs. (C ING , P ING ) sub-networks was also significant (AUC = 0.77, p = 0.03), though this was not an improvement of the AUC from what was found earlier with whole networks. We did not find significant discrimination in N CG vs. N CNG via their sub-networks.
Elastic net classification sensitivity analysis
We tested the impact of each feature on the classification using the sensitivity analysis described in the Materials and methods. Recall, that we define feature importance as the relative change in classification accuracy when the classifier is re-trained without that individual feature. More important features will thus result in lower classification accuracy when they are individually removed. Using this criterion, we found that only a small number of features individually drove the classification on whole networks. One feature (BC 9 To further quantify the impact of each feature on classification, we considered significant feature correlations with the discriminating component. We found that BC 9 significantly correlated (p < 0.05, FDR corrected) with the discriminating component (y) for both N CG vs. N CNG and N CNG vs. N ING discriminations (see insets A and B to Fig. 6 ). In particular, we found from these results that low values of BC 9 indicate discrimination for upcoming motorresponse trials (e.g., CG or ING), while high values of BC 9 indicate discrimination for upcoming motor-inhibition trials (e.g., CNG). These results demonstrated the importance of the network node on the right putamen (#9) for each of these trial category discriminations.
When indexed onto the underlying anatomy, the most sensitive nodes reveal a network of structures whose values of betweenness centrality are crucial to discriminating pre-stimulus trial category neural states. We show these nodes color-coded by primary color addition rules in Fig. 7 .
Using this approach, we found that the BC of the right putamen (#9) most strongly drives the N CG vs. N CNG discrimination, whereas the BC of the right putamen (#9), left LOC (#10) and left thalamus (#26) most strongly drive the N CNG vs. N ING discrimination. After core/ periphery sub-network breakdown, we also found that the BC of the supplementary motor area, or SMA, (#15) when it was in the core, the left putamen (#16), left occipital pole and LOC (#25), left frontal pole (#42), right frontal pole (#48) and right inferior temporal gyrus, or ITG, (#56) when they were each in the periphery most strongly drive the N CG vs. N ING discriminations.
Control analyses showing importance of network approach
We also checked how vital the network measures were to trial category discrimination. In particular, we trained our classifier on mean BOLD data of each trial category using all 57 nodes found from the searchlight. We found that we could discriminate CG vs. CNG at AUC = 0.68 (p = 0.10), CNG vs. ING at AUC = 0.78 (p = 0.03), and CG vs. ING at AUC = 0.65 (p = 0.14). If we compare these results to what was found with either whole network or subnetwork measures we see that the use of these measures improved our AUC for each trial category: AUC = 0.87 for CG vs. CNG, AUC = 0.91 for CNG vs. ING, and AUC = 0.77 for CG vs. ING. Even though the discrimination of CNG vs. ING is significant without them, we found a substantial improvement when network measures were included. These results demonstrate the utility of the network measures in discriminating pre-stimulus activity for each trial category across the brain.
Discussion
The objective of this research was to investigate how whole-brain network constructs, representing pre-stimulus brain state, modulate task performance. To meet this objective, we utilized fMRI BOLD imaging and used a graph-based approach to construct networks characterizing pre-stimulus functional connectivity across the brain. We developed a searchlight analysis driven by post-stimulus BOLD changes in behaviorally correct and incorrect trials that allowed us to isolate functional nodes in the brain for the READ-M task. This analysis revealed distributed anatomical networks whose pre-stimulus configuration was a major determiner of task performance across subjects. We contextualize these findings in the relevant literature below.
Searchlight analysis reveals task relevant neural substrates
A challenge for functional connectivity analysis is the combinatorial explosion in the number of possible connections (e.g. graph edges) between areas (e.g. nodes) (Bressler and Menon, 2010; Sporns, 2011) . For instance, the 2 × 2 × 2 mm 3 BOLD images we collected contain over 100,000 voxels. Without paring down the node-space, i.e., parcellation, the edge-space becomes unmanageable. A variety of parcellation techniques exist based on anatomical methods (Desikan et al., 2006; Eickhoff et al., 2005; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) . The choice of parcellation technique has been shown to affect multiple topological parameters of the resulting networks (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Wang et al., 2009 ). For resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI), consistency of node boundaries is a criterion that drives the choice of parcellation algorithm (Shen et al., 2010 ). However for a task-based experimental design, we can exploit stimulus and response data to constrain our parcellation strategy-i.e. utilizing a searchlight analysis to reduce the node-space in a principled manner. Our parcellation criterion was that the 12 mm volume around a node's center voxel should be highly discriminative for behavioral outcome based on the BOLD signal parameter estimates (PEs) found during stimulus presentation. Using this approach, we found 57 nodes across the brains of our subjects that drove behavioral performance outcome in our READ-M baseball paradigm.
The 57 nodes identified using our searchlight approach covered anatomical structures linked via other studies to constituent processes likely employed for our READ-M paradigm. For example, bilateral LOC contained the most nodes (1, 4, 5, 6, 10, 18, 22, 25, 36, and 37) where LOC has been shown to play an important role in object recognition (Ferber et al., 2003; Grill-Spector et al., 2001) . The prevalence of LOC-situated nodes could indicate that subjects' behavioral success is based on their ability to recognize the trajectory as an object and/or categorical event. Interestingly, LOC has more contributing nodes than MT, which is known to be important for motion perception (El-Shamayleh et al., 2010; O'Keefe and Movshon, 1998) . In our parcellation a limited number of nodes in MT are significant (39, 55, 57) , which may imply that motion tracking is less important for behavioral success than object/event recognition. Nevertheless, the LOC is volumetrically larger than MT and so this result may be a function of anatomical volume, instead of task-relevance. An experimental design that compares all-at-once trajectory presentation with the time-evolving stimulus presentation used here would be a way to resolve the issue.
For task success, motion analysis and object recognition do not happen in isolation. Rather, these perceptual/cognitive operations must link with an appropriate motor program, i.e., response or inhibition of response. After the LOC, it is the motor and somatosensory cortices that show the most significant nodes (2, 3, 7, 13, 15, 29, 30, 35, and 47) . These cortical areas control overt movement (Binkofski et al., 2002; Meier et al., 2008) , planned movement (Gerloff et al., 1997; Picard and Strick, 2003; Roland et al., 1980) , and somatosensory input/feedback (Craig, 1999; Van Boven and Johnson, 1994) , all of which serve a vital role in correct behavioral response execution. Due to their proximity to the scalp, the neural activity of these areas is more suitable for measurement with non-invasive EEG/MEG imaging techniques. Consequently, pre-stimulus modulation of upcoming task performance based on these imaging modalities relies heavily on these and other cortical substrates (Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2008) . However, with fMRI BOLD imaging, we also can identify sub-cortical structures, which project to sensorimotor and other areas (Theyel et al., 2010; Viaene et al., 2011) . We find that two such subcortical motor substrates (the putamen and the thalamus) appear in our upper third of nodes (9, 16), one in the middle third (26) and one in the final third (41). Previous work has shown that these areas are not only important for motor response (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; DeLong et al., 1984) but also anticipation (Guitart-Masip et al., 2011; Kurniawan et al., 2013) .
The final two large contributors to the node distribution were substrates in the cerebellum/ brainstem and the frontal cortices. The cerebellum/brainstem contained seven nodes (8, 11, 17, 24, 28, 33, 50) . The incorporation of the cerebellum in this analysis is a substantial benefit of using fMRI BOLD imaging, as opposed to EEG/MEG, because of the cerebellum's vital role in coordinating movement (Apps and Garwicz, 2005; Doya, 2000) . Pre-stimulus techniques based on EEG/MEG lack the ability to measure this important contributor to movement coordination due depth, the high frequency range of cerebellar activity and possible neck movement confounds (Dalal et al., 2013) . The frontal cortices, alternatively, are closer to the scalp and so source localization algorithms can suitably model activity originating from these regions based on medium-density scalp-level measurements.
Nevertheless, we find that frontal cortices, substrates linked to planning and executive decision-making (Koechlin and Hyafil, 2007) , contain a comparable number of nodes to the cerebellum/brainstem (20, 21, 42, 46, 48, 51, 53 , and 54) discriminating behaviorally correct and incorrect trials. Based on the prevalence of significant nodes, we conclude that, while the BOLD signal of frontal cortices carries discriminative information between correct and incorrect trials, they are less discriminative by volume than areas processing object recognition and motor response commission, inhibition and coordination. Such a result extends previous work that we have done on a paradigm similar to our READ-M paradigm, in which we found cortical source differences between behaviorally correct and incorrect trials originating in the left frontal cortex (Sherwin et al., 2012) . The searchlight analysis completes this original spatial picture, finding significantly discriminating areas by their pvalue, covering sensorimotor, LOC, subcortical motor and cerebellar/brainstem substrates.
Prominent drivers of pre-stimulus neural modulators of behavioral performance
While the searchlight analysis significantly reduced the dimensionality of the node-space, the REA and classification results still utilized a 57-node space connected by mean = 639, SE = 20 edges. The REA is a technique for probing global features of a network's connectivity (Achard et al., 2006; van den Heuvel and Sporns, 2011) . With it, we determined that trial category showed significant main effects in both core and periphery sub-networks by different though significant amounts (Table 1) .
However the REA alone could not predict pre-stimulus modulation of upcoming task performance. To this end, we summarized this high-dimensional feature space with network measures such as degree (k), betweenness centrality (BC), and the others listed in Table S1 . These measures have been used extensively in graph theoretic approaches to brain connectivity (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) . Using these measures, we trained and tested a linear classifier on node connectivity properties, rather than on isolated node response properties. In fact, our control analyses show the additional classification value on using these network level measures (see Supplementary data). We used a sensitivity analysis to investigate how an individual node's connectivity properties impacted trial category discrimination (Chang and Lin, 2008) . Despite more elaborate procedures for sensitivity analysis, such as Sequential Forward Floating Search (Pudil and Kittler, 1994; Sun et al., 2005) , the single-node technique we employed provided a suitable tradeoff between computation time (high for algorithms like SFFS) and feature interaction (already incorporated into network measures by definition).
With the sensitivity analysis, we determined that the pre-stimulus connectivity of the right putamen plays an important role in modulating behavioral outcome. In particular, the BC of this node (9) is high for upcoming response inhibitions and low for commissions (see insets to Fig. 6) . Recall, that the definition of BC is that it is the number of the shortest paths from all vertices to all other vertices passing through a given node (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) . Consequently, a high number of shortest functional paths through node 9 mediate response inhibition; vice versa for response commission. This means that response commission involves less immediate functional connectivity to the putamen than inhibition. A possible interpretation of this result is that anticipation of a successful action (which we might view as a type of implicit 'reward') locally drives commission decisions via the putamen, while cortical feedback mitigates such anticipation during inhibition, for instance, via the frontoparietal inhibition network (Dodds et al., 2011; Kawashima et al., 1996) .
The centrality of the right putamen to both correct inhibition discriminations (CG vs. CNG, CNG vs. ING) highlights its differing role in correct and incorrect response commissions. When discriminating Correct Go (CG) from Correct No-Go (CNG), the right putamen BC is the only feature driving discrimination, determined by our sensitivity analysis. When discriminating Correct No-Go (CNG) from Incorrect No-Go (ING), the right putamen is the strongest driver of discrimination, showing a 46% reduction in classification accuracy when removing it. However two other nodes largely drive discrimination of CNG vs. ING networks: the left thalamus (10) and left LOC (26). Succinctly, behaviorally correct decisions that are either commissions or inhibitions differ only in the network's regulation of the right putamen. But behaviorally correct inhibitions differ from incorrect commissions, not only in network regulation of the right putamen but also, via functional proximity of other subcortical motor (left thalamus) and object recognition (left LOC) substrates. Lesion studies in humans or invasive brain imaging studies in primates would allow experimental testing of this interpretation, but such work is beyond the scope of this study.
Discrimination of response commission pre-stimulus networks by behavioral accuracy proved the most difficult (i.e., CG vs. ING discrimination). To discriminate these networks we utilized the k-core decomposition algorithm to recursively prune nodes into core and periphery sub-networks (Carmi et al., 2007) . As Fig. 5 demonstrated, core and periphery sub-networks displayed different global properties during REA, with core sub-networks expectedly showing less sensitivity to attack than periphery (Crucitti et al., 2004) . This means that a separation of the whole network into core and periphery components would provide more information to a classifier, though this comes at the price of adding more noise on a feature level. We see this effect in the sensitivity analysis summary of Fig. 6 , where the sub-network breakdown of CG vs. ING networks generated seventeen features driving classification, compared to three (CNG vs. ING) and one feature (CG vs. CNG).
The top driving features discriminating behavioral accuracy in response commission networks indicated more distributed differences than those involving response inhibition. Seventeen features drove this discrimination, versus three and one for the previous. In Fig.  6 , we considered the top six such features. The removal of the BC of the 48th node as part of the periphery sub-network in the right frontal pole resulted in a 30% reduction in leave-onesubject-out accuracy. The removal of the BC of the 15th node as part of the core in the SMA and that of the 16th node as part of the periphery in the left putamen resulted in nearly a 20% reduction in accuracy. Finally, the removal of the BC of the 25th node in LOC, that of the 42nd node in the frontal cortex and that of the 56th node in the right ITG, all as part of the periphery subnetwork, resulted in more than a 10% reduction in accuracy.
Taking the magnitude of reduction in accuracy as a metric of feature importance, we can speculate that these neural substrates contribute in this way to behavioral accuracy on commission trials. Following this logic, the right frontal pole's pre-stimulus centrality to adjacent periphery nodes is of paramount importance to behavioral accuracy on upcoming trials. Previous work utilizing cellular and connectional anatomy has demonstrated the frontal pole's role in strategic memory recall and executive decision-making (Koechlin and Hyafil, 2007; Ramnani and Owen, 2004) , in particular highlighting its role at integrating multiple cognitive operations toward the pursuit of a higher goal. Lesser reductions in accuracy were found for the BC of SMA and left putamen, both substrates heavily implicated in motor planning and execution (Theyel et al., 2010; Viaene et al., 2011) , as well as reward anticipation (Haruno et al., 2004; Hayes and Greenshaw, 2011; Marsh et al., 2010) . Finally, the centrality of LOC, and again the frontal cortex and ITG, implicates substrates connected to object recognition (Ferber et al., 2003; Grill-Spector et al., 2001) , strategic memory recall and executive decision-making (Koechlin and Hyafil, 2007; Ramnani and Owen, 2004) , and high-level visual processing (Denys et al., 2004; Gross, 1992) . The sensitivity analysis in tandem with the linear classifier allows us to characterize the interaction between these neural substrates, which in isolation have been shown to characterize component cognitive functions to the READ-M task performed here. Although previous studies have shown these individual areas to be important components for highlevel visual processing, reward anticipation, etc., our method using a graph-based analysis of whole-brain pre-stimulus state has shown how these areas are functionally related and configured for a rapid decision making task.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. Searchlight analysis results. The searchlight analysis revealed 57 non-overlapping 12 mmspheres, shown here in standard MNI space. All nodes are significant at a false discovery rate of p < 0.05 across the 24,834 voxels used in the analysis. Right (R), left (L), anterior (A), posterior (P), superior (S) and inferior (I) are indicated on each of the slices. The lowerright inset shows a color map depicting node numbers and the corresponding p-value for each node. The MNI coordinate is centered on the left lateral occipital cortex (LOC), node #1, which showed the lowest p-value for discriminating between behaviorally correct and incorrect trial categories post-stimulus. Other nodes are shown with their numbers in each view.
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Neuroimage. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2016 May 01. Node-measures (i.e., features) driving trial category discriminations. All nodes' values of betweenness centrality drove trial category discriminations. Following the primary color coding of trial categories from Fig. 2 , the inset explains how discriminations are shown as additions of primary colors (e.g., Correct No-Go (blue) vs. Incorrect No-Go (red): blue + red = purple). When one node is common to two discriminations, the added primary colors are added once again, resulting in the common color between them (e.g., purple + turquoise = blue). Anatomical structures of each node-center are shown as well. Table 1 Two-way ANOVA (condition × attack) with subject as the random variable to assess effects on efficiency, degree and betweenness centrality of core and periphery sub-graphs. 
